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DoorBird at ISE in Barcelona
Bird Home Automation will exhibit its DoorBird IP video door stations and access
control systems at Integrated Systems Europe (ISE) from May 10-13, 2022. The
world’s leading AV and systems integration exhibition takes place at Fira Barcelona
where the Berlin-based manufacturer will present its product innovations at booth
2Q490.
DoorBird

exhibits its product portfolio on 35 square meters of booth space and presents IP
video intercoms for single-family homes and multi-tenant buildings, the IP video indoor
station and compatible accessories. The door stations on display enable keyless access via
RFID, keypad, fingerprint or the free DoorBird app. All IP products feature an open API
interface for integration with third-party building and home automation systems.
Among the product innovations is a customized intercom system made of architectural
bronze, which was created using the DoorBird 3D Configurator. This online tool enables the
creation of custom-made IP video door stations for surface-, flush-mounting and retrofit
installations in over 50 different materials and colors. Additionally, product dimensions,
modules and functions can be customized during the configuration.
Further highlights at the DoorBird booth are the IP-based door stations with an integrated
biometric fingerprint reader from Fingerprint Cards AB, a leading global biometrics company
based in Sweden. Biometric access control via fingerprint is already available through the D21x
series.
Particularly suitable for commercial spaces and apartment buildings are the door stations with
integrated keypad and directory display, such as the D21DKV and D21DKH in vertical and
horizontal form. Up to 200 PIN access codes can be managed and allocated to staff or
residents per device.

About Bird Home Automation Group / DoorBird
The Bird Home Automation Group develops and manufactures high-quality IP video door intercoms and IP access
control devices under the trademark “DoorBird” around the world. The company’s headquarters and production
plant are in Berlin, Germany, with a sales office in San Francisco (CA) and Jacksonville (FL). The products for
connected smart home are made in Germany according to the highest quality and security standards and are used
worldwide. “DoorBird” combines exclusive design with the innovative IP technology in the field of door
communication. For more information, visit www.doorbird.com.
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